
OUR TIME Case Studies 
 

M became a member of the time bank in November 2012 as a result of the closure of 

Richmond Fellowship’s 115 day centre. After joining Our Time, M flourished in her interests 

and hobbies, regularly taking part in trades that range from activities such as swimming, 

hairdressing, cooking and gardening to showcasing her increased confidence by taking part 

on interview panels for Richmond Fellowship and public speaking at promotional meetings 

for Our Time. Along the way, M benefited by learning new skills from fellow individuals and 

training from organisational members, meaning that she developed new interests such as 

Tai Chi. M’s artistic side also emerged, with her singing and face painting talents being 

showcased at engagement events across Liverpool. M also developed a network of new 

friends and contacts, even starting up her own out of hours peer support social group that 

meet weekly in the evenings.  On being a time bank member, M has commented “We all 

need to feel useful – and it’s very easy to lose that when you have a mental health problem. 

We all have skills - even if it’s just a bit of extra time to visit someone.” 

 

G came into contact with Richmond Fellowship in 2000 after becoming unwell and 

experiencing a full breakdown in 1999 while working in the pressurised role of Chef on an oil 

rig in the North Sea for 12 years. G was hospitalised for nine months, diagnosed with 

Schizophrenia and was heavily medicated. Even once home G felt unable to get out of bed 

or leave the house most days. When he felt able to, G attended Crown Street day centre 

twice a week. After receiving support from Richmond Fellowship to reduce his medication, G 

joined Our Time in November 2012 and has said “These people have helped me to get out 

more and not be stuck in the house smoking and drinking and watching DVDs.”  During his 

membership, G has traded his time in many and varied ways, from companionship and 

travel buddying to gardening, sports and painting and decorating.  Nowadays he spends his 

leisure time running and is a regular and reliable member of the time bank. 

 

J joined Our Time in July 2013 after leaving the teaching profession following a period of 

debilitating depression. After joining Our Time, J received repairs work, training, use of I.T. 

equipment, companionship and time in a recording studio from the time bank and in return 

facilitated art and craft groups for member organisations, helped with events and sang for 

fellow members in a band.  In 2014 J started her own social enterprise venture, organising 

and promoting art and craft fairs around Liverpool. For these she made use of the time bank 

for help with distributing flyers, setting up equipment and exhibiting. J went from strength to 

strength as one of the Our Time’s most independent members until she left to pursue her 

successful social enterprise. J’s story is a positive example of how a time bank can be used 

for a huge variety of purposes. 

 

 



S became a member in February 2013 after being a regular attendee at Crown Street 

Resource Centre, with a diagnosis of Personality Disorder and physical health issues 

including diabetes, asthma and fibromyalgia. Despite these challenging circumstances S has 

always been determined to live life to the full and is a valued member of Our Time.  Since 

becoming a member, S has received help from fellow members for housework, de-cluttering, 

going swimming and geocaching, while offering travel buddying and training, companionship 

and I.T. skills for a number of others. S leads an active and busy life but is always prepared 

to help fellow members when the need arises and enjoys travelling to take part in RF events 

such as conferences and focus groups. 

 

L joined Our Time in 2013 with a diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder. Despite the challenges that 

L’s mental health issues have presented her with, she has always been an incredibly driven 

and creative member, full of ideas of how to support those who also experience mental 

distress, which she has since channelled into her valued contributions to the newsletter Time 

Zone and posters she has designed for public events. L has strong administrative and 

writing skills that she has traded with fellow members. In exchange she has received help 

with decorating her home, something she describes as having an important effect on her 

wellbeing. L has also accessed one to one yoga sessions from a trained member who 

tailored his style to her needs. L has reported finding the deep breathing techniques learned 

from this experience as having a positive impact on her anxiety levels. L has periodic 

episodes of crisis but always returns to Our Time with a renewed enthusiasm, something 

that has been encouraged by Our Time’s team, who take a personal approach to helping her 

remain engaged despite her struggles with social anxiety. 


